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Murat Çetinkaya
Governor

Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey

Central banks around the world face significant
challenges as each economy has its distinctive
features. However, these challenges shaping
economies are of similar nature, which makes
the experience of one central bank a priceless
lesson for others. Combining experience with
knowledge is essential for quick and efficient
policymaking. To attain this goal and make
progress we must continue to work together,
so the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey
(CBRT) places a high emphasis on cooperation
with other central banks and policy related
institutions.
As our commitment to collaborative knowledge
building, the Istanbul School of Central Banking
(İMB) has situated itself as an ambitious platform
for the global central banking community. Since
its launch in 2013, with a continually increasing
number every year, the İMB has hosted around
1,650 colleagues from more than 90 countries.
Providing seminars, workshops and technical
cooperation activities, the İMB stands tall today
in dedication to excellence and willingness to do
its share in the global community.

“The İMB will continue
to create synergy to add
value to the knowledge and
act as knowledge catalyst
only in collaboration with
your contributions and
experiences.”

The İMB has prepared its schedule for 2018,
including a set of courses, seminars and
workshops that will be a mirror to the needs
and the agenda of the global economy. We
are excited to expand our capacity by offering
specialized seminars and courses. These
include making use of big data in emerging
market central banks and practice of financial
derivatives in the real sector and its implications
for emerging market central bankers. In 2018,
the İMB is also going to announce new courses
with renowned universities.
All these well-established and novel events
are devised to enhance both the theoretical
and practical capabilities of all participants.
I believe that the İMB will continue to create
synergy to add value to the knowledge and act
as knowledge catalyst only in collaboration with
your contributions and experiences. We would
be happy to welcome you to the Istanbul School
of Central Banking in 2018.

ISTANBUL SCHOOL OF CENTRAL BANKING

INTRODUCTION
Istanbul School of Central Banking
Where contemporary knowledge and experiences meet

Since its establishment in 2013, the İMB has successfully served as a platform for thoughtprovoking discussions and analysis on global economic and financial challenges with a special
emphasis on central banking topics. The İMB gives high priority to collaboration among central
banks, related policy institutions and academics. Against this backdrop of perspective, the
School organizes research activities, technical cooperation and training programs every year.
The main objective of these programs is to stimulate a better understanding of the financial
and economic developments which are of interest to central banks and other related policy
institutions.
All İMB programs are tailored to elicit distinct ideas from the participants using their backgrounds.
The aim of gathering experiences, practices and views from all around the globe lies at the
heart of all the İMB’s activities hence the School serves as a meeting point where the central
bankers and scholars can discuss contemporary topics, exchange experiences and ideas
and give lectures. As a reflection of this, the İMB has been hosting an increasing number of
participants and widening its outreach among the global central banking community. In 2017,
393 participants from 57 countries joined the İMB events and contributed to the collaborative
environment.
The İMB is aware of the dynamic structure of the global economy and its repercussions on
evolving needs of the central bankers around the world. With this dynamic mindset, the İMB
constructs and adjusts its programs reflecting the changing needs of the central banks and
areas of mutual collaboration. As an outcome of this effort, the School is going to present
new seminars and workshops in 2018 related to corporates’ use of derivatives, real sector
foreign currency debt, harnessing of big data, credit reporting systems and central bank
communication.
Along with new programs, the School is going to organize some of our well-established programs
about foreign exchange reserve and risk management, financial markets, econometrics, sectoral
financial accounts, balance of payments, survey design, payment systems, cash circulation
management and internal audit practices at central banks. Moreover, the İMB is considering
to design joint workshops with Bank Indonesia and Toronto Centre as in the previous year and
new specialized events with distinguished academics in 2018.
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EVENT
DESCRIPTIONS
The İMB events are typically offered in one of the following five forms:

SEMINARS

Seminars aim to refresh and broaden the knowledge of participants on particular practices
of central banking while providing an opportunity to exchange experiences and learn
about country practices.

WORKSHOPS

Workshops are designed to provide a platform bringing together the central bankers and
scholars to discuss recent literature and country experiences regarding issues related to
central banking.

CUSTOMIZED
BILATERAL
PROGRAMS

The İMB arranges customized and bilateral technical cooperation programs on central
banking issues upon request at the İMB Facility, the CBRT Head Office or abroad. During
these programs, experts from the CBRT and other central banks share their experiences
on the chosen topics.

ON-SITE
TRAINING

On-site training programs are tailored to help central bankers gain practical knowledge
and experience on various central banking topics by interacting with the CBRT experts.
During these programs, which can be short or long-term, participants have the chance
to observe the implementation of central banking tasks by the CBRT and work closely
with its experts at the İMB Facility or the CBRT Head Office.

VISITING
PROGRAMS

Visiting programs aim to promote research in economics and finance by inviting scholars
and economists from around the world who complement the expertise of the CBRT’s
researchers. The İMB welcomes visitors from central banks, international institutions and
academia. The duration of the programs may vary depending on the specifics of the visit.
The İMB will provide program details upon request.
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EVENTS 2018

İMB Events By Date
Seminars

Dates

Duration

Corporates’ Use of Derivatives and
Implications for Emerging Market Central
Banks

March 26-29

4 days

February 23

Sectoral Financial Accounts

April 11-13

3 days

February 23

Internal Audit Practices at Central Banks

April 16-19

4 days

March 2

Balance of Payments and External
Statistics

April 24-27

4 days

March 9

May 7-9

3 days

March 23

Making Use of Big Data in Emerging
Market Central Banks

September 3-5

3 days

July 20

Payment Systems and Instruments

September 10-13

4 days

July 27

Prudential Supervision of the Banking
Sector and Macroprudential Regulations

September 24-27

4 days

August 10

Foreign Exchange Reserve and Risk
Management

October 1-3

3 days

August 17

Survey Design and Implementation

October 8-12

5 days

August 20

Cyber Security in Central Banks

October 17-19

3 days

August 31

Monetary Policy and Financial Markets

November 5-8

4 days

September 21

Applied Econometrics for Emerging
Market Central Banks

November 12-15

4 days

September 28

Cash Circulation Management

November 19-22

4 days

October 5

Dates

Duration

Central Bank Communication: How to
Keep Up with the Latest Trends

Workshops
Challenges and Worldwide Applications
of Credit Reporting Systems

June 25 - 26

Apply By

Apply By

2 days

October 26

July 2-5

4 days

May 18

Monetary Policy Workshop

September 17-18

2 days

August 3

Risk Management in Islamic Financial
Institutions

December 17-21

5 days

November 2

Central Bank Policy Mix: Issues,
Challenges and Policy Response

(Postponed-December 3-4)

Monetary Policy

Corporates' Use of Derivatives and Implications for
Emerging Market Central Banks
•
Monetary Policy Workshop
•
Foreign Exchange Reserve and Risk Management
•
Monetary Policy and Financial Markets

ISTANBUL SCHOOL OF CENTRAL BANKING

Seminar: Corporates’ Use of Derivatives and
Implications for Emerging Market Central Banks
Date and Place
Apply by

March 26 - 29, Istanbul
February 23

Description

Derivatives are increasingly being used in financial markets
throughout the world, and emerging markets (EM) are no exceptions.
Even though the development stage of the corporate derivatives
market in EMs still falls short of that in advanced economies, it has
steadily grown into a reasonably active market over the last decade.
EM corporates mainly use hedging operations to reduce their
exchange rate exposure and therefore limit volatility until the real
transaction takes place. The purpose of this seminar is to examine
the use of derivatives by corporates and its implications for financial
stability in EM economies.

Target Audience

Main Topics

The seminar is tailored for central
bankers who are interested
in understanding the use of
derivatives and its implications
for financial stability in emerging
market economies. The lectures
will consist of introducing
the basics of derivatives and
analyzing
emerging
market
derivatives practices and their
financial stability implications
via most relevant case studies.
Prior knowledge of intermediate
financial market instruments is
essential.

• Basics of derivatives: Pricing and risk management
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• Derivatives markets in emerging economies: Financial instruments and players
• Factors affecting firms' decision to use foreign exchange derivative instruments
• Corporate borrowers of foreign currency debt and financial stability issues for
EM economies
• Case study 1: Hedging requirements for corporates: Indonesia versus India
• Case study 2: Basic and complex corporate derivatives: Methodologies for
measuring risks exposed by derivatives
• Case study 3: Emerging market central banks' uses of derivatives: Non-deliverable forwards, FX swaps and options

CATALOG 2018

Workshop: Monetary Policy Workshop

September 17 - 18, Istanbul
August 3

Date and Place
Apply by

Description

The aftermath of the global financial crisis was marked by a rise in
capital flows from developed to developing world. These benign
liquidity conditions made borrowing in foreign currency attractive
and resulted in an accumulation of significant external debt in many
emerging economies since 2010. This workshop will address the
foreign currency debt problem of the non-financial corporate sector
in emerging economies to account for spillovers to financial stability.
The sessions during the workshop will focus on the current outlook
regarding the FX denominated liabilities of firms and the risks they pose
to financial stability in these economies. Country specific policies that
have been implemented so far to mitigate these risks as well as other
policy suggestions will also be discussed as an integral part of the
topic. During the first sessions for each topic, an experienced scholar
will tackle the issue from a theoretical and empirical perspective in
a seminar format. In the following sessions, officials/experts from
several central banks will present their country’s experiences and
relevant policy applications in their countries.
Main Topics

Target Audience

Theoretical and empirical discussion on the causes of dollarization of non-

The workshop is designed for
officials and economists from
central banks and related policy
institutions who are interested
in monetary policy making in an
economy with high FX debt and
its financial stability implications
for
emerging
economies.
Participants will be expected to
take part in the discussions and
share their country experiences.

financial corporate sector liabilities
• Original sin, negative interest rates and macroeconomic factors
• Impact of cost-saving and hedging motives
• Capital flows, securitization and supply of foreign currency credit
Consequences of liability dollarization and possible threats to financial
stability
• Effectiveness of monetary policy transmission mechanism in dollarized
economies
• Contribution of foreign currency borrowing on systemic risk
• Identifying foreign currency risk in scenario analysis and stress-tests
Appropriate policy measures in an economy with high foreign currency debt
in the private business sector
• Asset-liability mismatch disclosure requirements
• Multinational companies and cross border and off-shore lending
• Concentration of foreign currency exposure among sectors
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ISTANBUL SCHOOL OF CENTRAL BANKING

Seminar: Foreign Exchange Reserve and Risk Management

Date and Place
Apply by

October 1 - 3, Istanbul
August 17

Description

The objective of this seminar is to discuss current trends in foreign
exchange reserve management with a specific focus on risk
management. Speakers from multinational financial institutions,
academia and the CBRT will present the topic while other central
bankers share their experiences on a range of issues related to
foreign exchange reserves and risk management of reserves. The
seminar will be conducted in an interactive fashion, thereby providing
a good platform for all participants to share their own experiences
with peer reserve managers.

Target Audience

Main Topics

The content of the seminar is
tailored for experts and managers
who are involved in reserve and
risk management. Participants
will be expected to take part in
the discussions and share their
country experiences.

• Strategic and tactical asset allocation
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• Portfolio management
• Performance measurement and attribution
• Measuring and managing financial risks
• Risk budgeting
• Trends and challenges with currency composition of reserves
• Gold reserve management

CATALOG 2018

Seminar: Monetary Policy and Financial Markets

November 5 - 8, Istanbul
September 21

Date and Place
Apply by

Description

As a result of the recent developments in the global financial markets,
policymakers focused on those aspects of the financial markets
that enabled them to better understand the monetary transmission
mechanism better. This seminar introduces the participants to the
basics of financial market analysis from the perspective of central
bankers. The program overviews the financial instruments that are
deemed essential to monitor the financial market developments and
covers the tools for extracting information from these instruments
for monetary policy purposes.

Main Topics
• Origins and roles of money
• Central banks in financial markets
• Open market operations
• Monetary transmission mechanism
• Bonds pricing, default risk
• Term structure of interest rates

Target Audience
The seminar is designed as an
introduction to financial market
analysis for practitioners from
central banks and related policy
institutions who are interested in
financial markets. Participants are
encouraged to share their country
experiences and expected to be
familiar with Microsoft Excel.
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Financial Stability
and Regulations

Central Bank Policy Mix: Issues,
Challenges and Policy Response
A joint event with Bank Indonesia

•
Prudential Supervision of the Banking Sector and
Macroprudential Regulations

ISTANBUL SCHOOL OF CENTRAL BANKING

Workshop: Central Bank Policy Mix: Issues, Challenges and
Policy Response
A joint event with Bank Indonesia

Date and Place
Apply by

July 2 - 5, Istanbul
May 18

Description

This workshop provides an examination of policy perspectives on
the linkages between monetary and financial stability, including
its dynamic interactions, source of pressures, policy strategy and
institutional implications. The workshop will equip participants with
an overview of the role, objectives, and lessons for the design of
financial stability analysis and macroprudential policy in the light of
the recent financial crisis. Participants will also learn further issues
in monetary theory, policy frameworks, exchange rate concepts and
measurement, enriched with exchange rate policy. The workshop
will be augmented with group work and discussions of a policy mix
case study.

Target Audience

Main Topics

The workshop is designed for
mid-level to senior officials
from central banks and related
policy institutions working on
formulating or implementing
monetary policy, macroprudential
policy and other related areas in
macroeconomics and financial
stability.

• New framework on central bank policy mix
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• Financial stability: The role, objectives and lesson for the design of financial
stability analysis
• Macroprudential policy in the light of the recent financial crisis
• Architecture of macroprudential policies
• Macro-Financial surveillance
• Experience of central bank policy mix implementation
• Case study: Central bank policy mix

CATALOG 2018

Seminar: Prudential Supervision of the Banking
Sector and Macroprudential Regulations
September 24 - 27, Istanbul
August 10

Date and Place
Apply by

Description

The 2008-09 global financial crisis has shown that the stability of
individual financial institutions alone is not enough to ensure the
stability of the financial system as a whole. While complementing
each other, prudential supervision of banks and macroprudential
policies play an equally important role in ensuring financial stability.
This seminar, which will be composed of three parts, will first
focus on prudential supervision, its scope, tools and methodology,
covering both on-site and off-site aspects. In the second part of
the seminar, which will be dedicated to macroprudential policies,
participants will be informed about global best practices in the
design and implementation of macroprudential policy frameworks,
the main instruments employed, the efficiency of macroprudential
policies and their interactions with other economic policies. The
last part of the seminar will be aimed to familiarize the audience
with international best practices in the domain of credit registry and
reporting systems, as they comprise an essential data source for the
shaping of financial sector policies on both micro and macro levels.
Main Topics

Target Audience

• On-site supervision and risk-based supervision of the banking sector: Tools

The seminar is designed for
experts,
economists
and
supervisors from central banks,
supervisory
authorities
and
related policy institutions who
are interested in supervisory
policies and practices as well
as macroprudential regulations.
Participants are encouraged to
share their experiences during
the seminar.

and methodologies
• Scenario analysis and stress testing
• Macroprudential policy frameworks
• Macroprudential instruments
• Efficiency of macroprudential policies
• Interactions of macroprudential policies with other economic policies
• Credit registry and reporting systems
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Statistics and
Data Analytics

Making Use of Big Data in Emerging Market Central Banks
•
Applied Econometrics for Emerging Market Central Banks

ISTANBUL SCHOOL OF CENTRAL BANKING

Seminar: Making Use of Big Data in Emerging Market
Central Banks
Date and Place
Apply by

September 3 - 5, Istanbul
July 20

Description

The objective of this seminar is to provide the participants with the
examples of the recent advances in collection, analysis and the
use of big data in central banks. The seminar aims to introduce big
data techniques through various case studies. The key question of
how big data can help central banks to take timely policy measures
by collecting and analyzing information from the economy and the
financial system will be also addressed by these case studies.

Target Audience

Main Topics

The
seminar
is
designed
for central bankers with an
interest in advances in big
data and analytical techniques.
The lectures will consist of
introducing big data techniques
through various case studies that
are in current interest of various
central banks. Prior knowledge
of intermediate statistics and
econometrics is presumed. Some
experience of statistical software
is recommended.

• Big data collection, governance and management
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• Developing real time early warning indicators using big data
• Case Study 1: Consumer confidence and (social) media sentiment
• Case Study 2: Text mining and sentiment extraction from central bank
communiques
• Case Study 3: Inflation nowcasting with big data
• Case Study 4: Tracking financial vulnerability in real time using big data

CATALOG 2018

Seminar: Applied Econometrics for Emerging
Market Central Banks
November 12 - 15, Istanbul
September 28

Date and Place
Apply by

Description

The seminar will focus on the application of econometric techniques
for modeling the dynamic behavior of macroeconomic variables (that
are of interest to central banks). This seminar aims to introduce the
main econometric tools and their application to analyze economic
problems relevant for central bankers. Throughout the seminar,
intuitive explanations of the main statistical and theoretical concepts
will be presented. Using data sets from a wide variety of countries,
model building techniques, forecasting and policy analysis will also
be provided.

Main Topics
• Basic theoretical background: Properties of time series and panel data
• Managing data using EViews: Introduction to time series econometrics
• Structural versus semi structural models for developed and emerging markets
• Case Study 1: Forecasting GDP growth and inflation in developed and emerging
market economies
• Case Study 2: Modeling monetary policy rules for developed and emerging
central banks.
• Case Study 3: Decomposing risk premiums in local and hard currency
Bonds: Country , Currency and Liquidity Risks

Target Audience
The seminar is designed for
central bankers who are interested
in understanding forecasts and
economic models but have limited
experience in the analysis of
economic data. Prior knowledge
of intermediate statistics and
econometrics is assumed. Some
experience of statistical software
is recommended. Applications
will be conducted using EViews,
a standard tool for forecasting in
central banks.
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Data Compilation
and Extraction

Sectoral Financial Accounts
•
Balance of Payments and External Statistics
•
Challenges and Worldwide Applications of Credit Reporting Systems
•
Survey Design and Implementation at Central Banks

ISTANBUL SCHOOL OF CENTRAL BANKING

Seminar: Sectoral Financial Accounts

Date and Place
Apply by

April 11 - 13, Istanbul
February 23

Description

As an important tool for analyzing financial flows between domestic
sectors and with the rest of the world, sectoral financial accounts
provide a way of examining the financial effects of economic policy
and a map of financial flows to be used to analyze sectoral behavior
in times of financial crisis. The seminar mainly aims to improve
participants' knowledge of statistical methodology underlying the
financial accounts, linkages, compilation methods, practical issues
and future developments. The seminar will also cover how the
CBRT compilers harmonize and bridge national statistics and the
requirements of System of National Accounts (SNA 2008) and the
European System of Accounts (ESA 2010). Moreover, organizational
issues within the compiler agency and with other agencies will be
considered. Sessions will be devoted to the work of national compilers
of financial accounts at sector level with particular attention paid to
difficult areas and subjects that need to be improved. Also, group
exercises will enhance the knowledge of particular classification
issues.
Target Audience

Main Topics

The seminar is designed for
experts who are responsible for
compiling financial accounts.
Participants are encouraged to
share their country experiences
with short presentations in each
session on the compilation of
financial accounts.

• Key concepts, definitions and methodology
• Institutional responsibilities, data sources
• Accounts of institutional sectors: Theory and practice (Financial and nonfinancial corporations, government, households, rest of the world)
• Use of financial accounts

Additional Information
The İMB will accept online applications from participants who are interested
in attending a one-week on-site training to discuss challenging and country
specific issues at the CBRT’s Head Office in Ankara after the seminar.
The training will be available for a limited number of people among the
participants of the Sectoral Financial Accounts seminar. Please contact
imb@tcmb.gov.tr for further details.
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Seminar: Balance of Payments and External
Statistics
April 24 - 27, Istanbul
March 9

Date and Place
Apply by

Description

The importance of timely, comprehensive, coherent and
internationally comparable statistics on Balance of Payments (BOP),
International Investment Position (IIP) and other related external
sector statistics has become more apparent in the aftermath of the
global financial crisis. The seminar will discuss the methodology for
collecting and compiling these statistics in line with internationally
accepted standards. Recent international developments and the
CBRT’s experiences on many practical issues will also be covered.

Main Topics
• Overview of the IMF’s BOP and IIP Manual and Compilation Guide (BPM6)
• Practice of BOP and IIP statistics at the CBRT
• ITRS and the direct reporting practice of Turkey
• International Trade in Services (ITS) statistics at the CBRT
• Foreign Direct Investment statistics (flows and stocks)
• Overview of the IMF’s External Debt Statistics Guide
• The practice of selected external debt statistics using the CBRT data
• Loan-by-Loan Data Collection System at the CBRT
• International reserves and reserve adequacy indicators
• Communication of external sector statistics and recent international
developments
• Challenges in BPM6 transition and implementation

Target Audience
The seminar is designed for
central bank experts whose
main responsibility is to compile
external sector statistics such
as BOP and IIP statistics. The
seminar consists of a series of
presentations and discussions
which will provide the participants
with an opportunity to discuss
problems encountered at their
institutions and also to share their
experiences on the compilation
process.
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ISTANBUL SCHOOL OF CENTRAL BANKING

Workshop: Challenges and Worldwide Applications of
Credit Reporting Systems
Date and Place
Apply by

June 25-26 (Postponed to December 3-4), Istanbul
October 26

Description

This workshop mainly aims to create an open dialogue platform
for credit reporting service providers who are involved in collecting,
processing, analysing and distributing the credit information and
derivatives in different aspects and purposes from central banks
to credit bureaus. The workshop is a two-day, interactive event to
bring together the leading experts of this field from central banks,
the CBRT, international institutions and credit reporting institutions.
After the last global crisis, credit reporting services are expected
from the credit reporting systems to facilitate the fair extension
of credit, to support the financial stability and supervision, and
to minimize the systemic risks by providing timely, accurate, safe
and efficient data while respecting consumer rights. The workshop
provides to share mutual experience and knowledge through the
challenges and opportunities of credit reporting systems regarding
the possible use of global practices by reflecting the regional and
country level experiences to improve the quality of credit reporting
systems in their field. The program also provides an invaluable
opportunity to strengthen the collaboration among institutions.
Target Audience

Main Topics

The workshop is designed for
high level officials from central
banks, international institutions,
association of credit bureaus,
business information industry
association, consumer and data
protection association, fintech
institutions and other related institutions in credit reporting field.

• Global practices of international institutions
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• Reform process in Turkish credit registry
• Central bank approach in Credit Reporting System (CRS)
• Methodologies
• New EU methodology in CRS-AnaCredit
• Supportive and dynamic institutions for CRS
• Challenges and approaches in CRS at regional and country level

CATALOG 2018

Seminar: Survey Design and Implementation

October 8 - 12, Istanbul
August 20

Date and Place
Apply by

Description

This seminar mainly aims to improve the knowledge of the
participants on designing and conducting surveys, particularly
those carried out by the CBRT. The seminar will initiate a dialogue
that will lead to a more effective use of survey statistics, improve
quality, and encourage innovation. The seminar will include a whole
survey statistics production process, from the literature search to
data processing into statistical information and address various
methodological and compilation issues. It will contribute to the
knowledge of participants on how to produce relevant, objective
and accurate statistics to keep users well informed and assist good
policy and decision-making.

Main Topics
• Sampling frame and sampling design
• Questionnaire design
• Data collection and data editing
• Weighting methods and seasonal adjustment
• Constructing composite indices
• Measuring uncertainty using survey data
• Use of survey data for monetary policy decisions
• Use of regional network – Economic Intelligence
• Overview of the CBRT Tendency Surveys (Survey of Expectations, Bank Loans
Tendency Survey, Financial Services Survey, Business Tendency Survey and
Investment Survey)

Target Audience
The seminar is designed for
statistical
practitioners
who
work in central banks, ministries
of finance or national statistical
offices —including statisticians,
data analysts and researchers—
who engage in the production
and application of statistics.
Participants are also encouraged
to make short presentations on
survey methods used at their
institutions.
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Cash Management and
Payment Systems

Payment Systems and Instruments
•
Cash Circulation Management

ISTANBUL SCHOOL OF CENTRAL BANKING

Seminar: Payment Systems and Instruments

Date and Place
Apply by

September 10 - 13, Istanbul
July 27

Description

This seminar is an overview of international standards and recent
global developments in the payments area including the payment
and securities settlement systems and payment instruments. The
seminar provides participants with detailed information on the
main technical terms used in the payment systems and payment
instruments areas, discusses the international standards and recent
global developments in these areas and explains the implementations
in Turkey.

Target Audience

Main Topics

The seminar is designed for
experts from central banks
and related policy institutions
who are interested in payment
systems and instruments and the
implementation of the regulations
and
standards
regarding
payment systems. Participants
are encouraged to share their
country experiences during the
seminar.

• Basic concepts used in the payments area
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• Payment and securities settlement systems
• International standards for the payment systems in Turkey
• Payment instruments
• Non-banks in the payments sector
• Legal framework in Turkey
• Global developments in the payments area

CATALOG 2018

Seminar: Cash Circulation Management

November 19 - 22, Istanbul
October 5

Date and Place
Apply by

Description

The aim of this seminar is to present one of the most important tasks
of central banks which is regulating the print and circulation of the
national currency. Cash circulation management is important in order
to enhance efficiency in the production and supply of cash to the
economy since a strong cash management policy leads to a certain
and non-volatile reserve position of the banking system. The seminar
is designed to share mutual experience and knowledge in subjects
such as issuance of banknotes, cash handling, storage, processing
and distribution. The seminar will also provide participants with
detailed information on modern cash management systems and
implementation of these systems in Turkey. In addition to discussing
the current developments in the international cash handling, the
CBRT’s knowledge concerning the methods to increase efficiency
in cash circulation and the future of cash will be shared, reciprocally.
The program will also include a day trip to the Cash Center in Istanbul.

Main Topics
• Cash cycle in Turkey
• Banknote demand forecasting
• Regional cash demand
• Banknote quality and destruction
• Banknote requirement program
• Currency reform (Redenomination of Turkish lira)
• Banknote processing systems
• Statistics of banknotes
• A day trip to the Cash Center
• Design and Production Process of Turkish Lira Banknotes
• Fight Against Banknote Counterfeiting in Turkey

Target Audience
The seminar is designed for
junior and mid-level employees
from
central
banks
who
are engaged in issuing and
processing banknotes especially
in developing and emerging
economies. The participants
are encouraged to share their
country experiences, as well as
take active part in discussions
to exchange their opinions and
views during the seminar.
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Islamic Finance

Risk Management in Islamic
Financial Institutions
A joint event with the Toronto Centre

ISTANBUL SCHOOL OF CENTRAL BANKING

Workshop: Risk Management in Islamic Financial Institutions
A joint event with the Toronto Centre

Date and Place
Apply by

December 17 - 21, Istanbul
November 2

Description

Islamic banking has witnessed considerable developments in the
past three decades and is now regarded as one of the fastest growing
segments of the global financial system. With its resilience and
inclusiveness, Islamic finance during the recent financial crisis has
been recognised as an important part of the global financial system,
which can contribute to growth and to a new level of soundness
and stability. In this context, understanding the role of proper risk
management and governance at Islamic banks is essential to ensure
stability and growth of Islamic banking. Islamic finance in its spirit is
based on profit-sharing so having profit-loss sharing financing shifts
the risk sharing. Therefore, risk management is directly embedded
in Islamic finance. This workshop is designed to help participants to
understand the risks inherent in Islamic banks and Islamic banks’
products as well as how to deal with those risks. The program will
overview the widely used Islamic banking products, risk management
and governance at Islamic financial institutions. The implementation
of the IFSB standards including stress testing principles will also
be discussed. The workshop will elaborate corporate and Shari’ah
governance and supervision of Islamic banks as well.
Target Audience

Main Topics

The workshop is designed for
mid-level experts, economists
and supervisors from central
banks, supervisory authorities
and related policy institutions who
are interested in Islamic banking.
Participants are encouraged to
share their experiences during
the workshop.

• Core principles for Islamic banking
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• Corporate governance for IIFSs
• Risk management
• IFSB guiding principles on risk management and stress testing
• Case study on the failure of an IFI
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Target Audience
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Seminar: Internal Audit Practices at Central Banks

Date and Place
Apply by

April 16 - 19, Istanbul
March 2

Description

Internal Audit Practices at Central Banks (IAPCB) seminar provides
a detailed overview of internal audit activities at central banks
conducted in accordance with international audit standards and
recent developments on internal auditing by focusing on the CBRT's
practices and experiences. It aims to identify the types of internal audit
activities, the extent and the scope of different audit engagements,
methods employed during planning, fieldwork, reporting and followup of an audit engagement. IAPCB will also set a ground for the
participants to explore the role of internal auditing in improving risk
management and control activities of management. Since IAPCB is
an interactive seminar, challenges that internal audit departments
face in planning, organizing and conducting audit activities are
expected to be discussed in detail between participants. Participants
are also encouraged to share their own experiences and make short
presentations on internal audit practices of their institutions.

Target Audience

Main Topics

The seminar is organized for
junior auditors from central banks.
It will maintain an interactive
discussion platform, so it is highly
recommended that participants
share their experiences during
the seminar.

• Methods of devising the audit universe and annual audit plan
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• Detailed description of the audit cycle (planning, fieldwork, reporting and follow-up)
• Parts and scope of an internal audit report
• Follow-up process on audit recommendations
• Types and scope of audit activities of the CBRT
• Quality Assurance and Improvement Program of the CBRT
• IT audit within the CBRT
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Seminar : Central Bank Communication: How to
Keep Up With the Latest Trends
May 7 - 9, Istanbul
March 23

Date and Place
Apply by

Description

Communication has been an important aspect of monetary
policy for the past 30 years. Throughout this period, central bank
communication has changed not only in terms of content, but also
of shape and form due to technological advances and ever changing
communication trends. With the growth of social media outlets,
multimedia tools and new communication channels, it has become
apparent that the central banks are faced with the imperative need
to upgrade their communication skills and tools. This seminar aims
to share knowledge and experiences as well as to bring different
perspectives on evolving standards and good implementation in the
field of central bank communication. In addition, participants will be
informed regarding transformation of the communication strategy of
the CBRT. Features and importance of all communication tools and
channels for all different target groups will be addressed.

Main Topics
• The CBRT's communication strategy
• Media relations and press conference management
• Digital communication channels: Website, blog and mobile app
• Social media strategy, implementation and monitoring
• Main communication channels
• Corporate identity
• Internal communication
• Financial and economic education
• Addressing public's inquiries

Target Audience
The seminar is designed for
mid and senior level employees
from communication units of
central banks who are engaged
in
communication
activities
especially in emerging and
developing
economies.
The
participants are encouraged to
take an active part in discussions
during the seminar.
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Seminar: Cyber Security in Central Banks

Date and Place
Apply by

October 17 - 19, Istanbul
August 31

Description

Cyber threats are increasing from day to day using new attack
vectors. Behind these cyber attacks there are several motivations
such as political reasons, financial fraud and terrorism. Most of these
attacks target critical national infrastructure. Their critical roles make
banking and financial organizations prime targets for such attacks.
In order to protect financial stability at national, regional and global
levels, central banks should take preventive actions against the cyber
threats to guarantee the confidentiality, integrity and accessibility of
information. This program will focus on the studies of central banks of
regional countries in the area of cyber security and aim to determine
opportunities for mutual corporation by sharing experiences.

Target Audience

Main Topics

The seminar is designed for the
employees from central banks
and financial institutions who are
responsible for the cyber security
of their IT infrastructure and the
ISMS / IT risk management. The
participants are encouraged to
share their experiences, and to
take an active part in discussions
during the seminar.

• Security organisations in IT departments of central banks
• IT security professional skills (Discussion: what should be the basic skill set for
an IT security professional in a central bank?)
• Information security management systems in central banks
• Compliance from IT security perspective: SWIFT customer security program,
the BIS "Cyber Guidance"
• Security information and event management
• Advanced persistent threats: Detection and prevention
• Vulnerability management
• Application security
• Identity and access management
• Cyber security awareness
• Endpoint security management
• Data classification and data security
• Mobile security
• IT risk management
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Application
All applicants should apply to the catalog-based events using the online application system available
on the İMB website (http://imb.tcmb.gov.tr) before the application deadline. A confirmation e-mail
will be sent upon receipt of your application. Following the evaluation process, you will receive an
additional e-mail regarding the status of your application. As the İMB receives a large number of
applications and seating in the classroom is limited, we will not be able to consider late applications.
Also, please be informed that the İMB can only accept a maximum of two applicants per central
bank or related policy institution. The İMB may require approval from the candidate's institution.
Updates regarding the İMB events can be accessed from the İMB website. Participants are required
to attend all sessions of the events.

Costs
The İMB does not require an admission fee for the events. During all catalog-based events, the İMB
provides accommodation (breakfast included), lunches, coffee breaks and other event related local
costs, unless stated otherwise. The İMB will cover the cost of accommodation (breakfast included);
i.e., check-in one day before the event and check-out the day following the last day of the event. If
participants would like to extend their stay, they will be responsible for any additional costs. Any costs
by accompanying people is not covered by the İMB. For further information, please contact us at
imb@tcmb.gov.tr.

Events Location
All seminars take place at the İMB facility in Istanbul. For workshop locations, please refer to the
corresponding workshop pages of this catalog. In case of any changes, participants will be informed
prior to the start of the event.

Cancellation Policy
Please inform us at least 5 days in advance if you have to cancel your attendance.

Visas
Please check the link below to see if you are required to have a visa to visit Turkey:
http://www.mfa.gov.tr/visa-information-for-foreigners.en.mfa
If you need a visa to travel to Turkey, we suggest you contact the relevant Turkish Embassy as soon
as possible to ensure that the necessary formalities are completed on time.

Medical Insurance
The İMB does not provide any medical insurance. Please make sure that you have adequate medical
insurance. Any medical costs incurred in Turkey will have to be met by you or your organization.

Language
All events are held in English and simultaneous translation is not provided. Hence, participants are
required to have a good command of spoken and written English.

Dress code
The dress code for all the catalog based events is smart casual.
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The İMB Location
The İMB is on the coast of Fenerbahçe, facing the sun-drenched Prince’s Islands. The district of
Fenerbahçe was named after a lighthouse built in 1857 to aid maritime navigation. The
neighborhood has three picturesque parks, Fenerbahçe Park, Kalamış Park and Göztepe Park,
which are attractive places to enjoy a beautiful day in Istanbul.
The İMB is conveniently located within walking distance from the lovely Kalamış Marina and
vibrant Bağdat Avenue, famous for fine dining and shopping. Also close by is the popular
Kadıköy antiques bazaar and the exquisite 19th century railway station, Haydarpaşa. The
district offers a wide variety of interesting attractions for visitors.

How to get here
Istanbul has two airports: Ataturk Airport on the European side and Sabiha Gokçen Airport on
the Asian side. There are different transportation alternatives from both. Please contact us if you
require further information.

TURKIYE

ISTANBUL

Contact
Istanbul School of Central Banking
Fener Kalamış Cad. Atlıhan Sok.
No:30/A 34726 Fenerbahçe-Kadıköy
Istanbul, Turkey
+90 216 542 31 00
+90 216 542 31 34
imb@tcmb.gov.tr
http://imb.tcmb.gov.tr
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How to Initiate a Customized Bilateral Program
The İMB arranges customized bilateral programs on central banking issues upon request at the
İMB Facility, CBRT Head Office or abroad. These programs are designed in several different
formats including study visits, on-site trainings and expert visits. You may contact us at
imb@tcmb.gov.tr for your inquiries regarding the bilateral programs, indicating "Customized
Bilateral Program" on the subject. Please describe the activity you are interested in with as
much detail as possible including subject, venue and contact person.

How to Apply for a Visiting Program
The İMB visiting programs welcome visitors from central banks, international institutions and
academia. Visiting programs are aimed to enhance collaboration between policy institutions
as well as researchers through discussions about central banking topics, research and shared
experiences. The duration and terms of the programs may vary depending on the specifics of
the visit. Please contact us at imb@tcmb.gov.tr for details.

On the İMB Website:
•

Learn about the events

•

Apply online

•

Download presentations and supplementary materials

•

Follow the RSS updates
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ONLINE
APPLICATION
PROCESS

If it is your first time using the online application system,
you will need to register to the İMB website.

Please follow the instructions under the "Sign Up” button at the home page to create an
account. You will be asked to enter your business e-mail address which will also be your user
ID, generate a password and then activate your membership through the link sent to your
e-mail address.

When you have completed registration, please
follow the steps below to apply for the İMB events.
1.

Visit the İMB website and log in with your user ID and password

2.

Select the event you want to participate in the upcoming events

3.

Click

4.

Fill out all sections of the application form

5.

Press

6.

A confirmation e-mail will be sent when your application has been received.

A p p ly

Su b m it

If you need assistance completing your application:
1.

Please contact us at imb@tcmb.gov.tr.

2.

You can also use "Online Application Manual" at http://goo.gl/VmMuEw.
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